Timetable for Completion of Part IA Examinations

Fixed deadlines in **bold**, but we strongly recommend students to submit coursework (compositions or extended essays) **before** the papers are released on 11 May.

**11 May**  
**Release of all papers**

**22 May**  
**Paper 1 Music and Musicology Today: Composition**

**Paper 1 Music and Musicology Today: Extended Essay**

**5 June**  
**Deadline for all examination answers**

Proposed timetable for sitting the examinations

**14 May**  
Harmony and Counterpoint exam [two answers in four hours, ideally split into two sessions]

**18 May**  
Harmony and Counterpoint ‘takeaway’ [two answers spread out over a 24-hour period]

**21 May**  
Music and Musicology Today exam [one answer, one session of two hours]

**26 May**  
History 1 exam [two answers in four hours, ideally split into two sessions]

**29 May**  
Music Analysis exam [two answers in four hours, ideally split into two sessions]

**2 June**  
History 2 exam [two answers in four hours, ideally split into two sessions]